
GRADE 6/7
APRIL NEWSLETTER

IMPORTANT DATES
● April 1 - Mindfulness Session (PM)
● April 13 - One Voice Kick-Off Assembly (AM)
● April 15: Good Friday (No School)
● April 18: Easter Monday (No School)
● April 19: Student-Led Workshops
● April 29: Student Recognition Assembly (AM); 

Scrabble Day (PM)

REMINDERS
● To avoid bringing in mud to the class, 

consider bringing a pair of indoor 
shoes to switch into after recess

● Bring a refillable water bottle
● Bring your agenda everyday
● Check Google Classroom for 

reminders, assignments, resources 



WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
LANGUAGE

● In Reading:  Lots of new things are happening in 
reading!  Students have begun reading biographies 
and poetry is on the way! We are still continuing with 
weekly reading responses. Some students are even 
writing rap songs and/or creating art works for their 
weekly responses.

● In writing:  Students continue to focus on grammar 
each morning for approximately 10 minutes.  We will 
be working on publishing our own books (coming in 
June) and writing a variety of different poems.               

        



WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
MATH

● We continue to explore coding using the Scratch and 
CSFirst programs. The class has been focused on 
writing and executing code that involves conditional 
statements and other control structures. As we 
conclude this unit, students will solve coding 
problems, read and alter existing code and describe 
how changes to the code affect outcomes and 
efficiency. 

● Next, the class will stay in the algebra stand, and 
move onto working with and comparing a variety of 
patterns, including those found in real-life contexts. 
Students will use a variety of representations, 
including tables of values, graphs, algebraic 
expressions and equations.



WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
FRENCH

● We are focusing on the negative from as we 
combine our “ER” verbs and adjectives with 
the use of the negative form.  Our 
celebrity/fictional character cubes are 
almost complete.  

● Some great ways to practice and review 
French at home are: duolingo.com and 
https://www.french-games.net/. Students 
have their duolingo accounts set up.

https://www.french-games.net/


WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
SCIENCE

● The Grade 6 students will begin their new science unit of biodiversity. 
Students will demonstrate an understanding of biodiversity and 
describes ways in which biodiversity is important. We will discuss 
characteristics of different groups of animals and use these 
characteristics to further classify them. We will also gain further 
knowledge on endangered and invasive species. Students will then 
explore the human impact on biodiversity and the issues/problems 
that occur, such as habitat destruction and pollution.

● The Grade 7 students will also begin their new science unit of heat in 
the environment. We will revisit particle theory to explain the effects of 
heat on volume in solids, liquids and gases. Students will identify ways 
in which heat is produced and how heat can be transmitted through 
conduction, convection and radiation. We will also gain further 
knowledge on greenhouse effect, identify common sources of 
greenhouse gases and explain how these gases affect the transmission 
of radiated heat through the atmosphere.



WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
history/social STUDIES

● Our trip to Sheldon was fantastic! Students learnt about 
the making of maple syrup that dates back to the 1700’s.  
They also learnt to begin a fire with basic materials.

● The Grade 7’s continue to work on their inquiry project  
as they compare and contrast certain aspects of life in 
New France to modern day times and consider different 
perspectives.

● The grade 6’s have also just begun an inquiry project as 
they use the Q chart to generate questions about a 
community inquiry while focusing on different 
perspectives.



WHAT WE’RE LEARNING IN...
THE ARTS

● Visual Arts: Through the TDSBCreates residency program, 
the class has been partnered with artist Marsha 
Stonehouse to create 3 paintings around this year’s theme 
of Intersections. Students will be working with watercolour 
and acrylic paint.

● Dance: Students will be begin exploring dance this term 
through a variety of free movements activities and 
choreographed dances (teacher/student led) that 
communicate feelings and ideas/messages. We will be using 
music from around the world and different time periods, in 
addition to music based on student interest.

● Music: We will begin learning how to read musical notation 
on the staff while playing instruments and applying the 
elements of music.  


